We can now state the main result of this paper: THEOREM ^ 2 10 .
A. Let G be a finite group with F*(G) simple. Assume that G contains an involution t such that H=C G {t) possesses a ^-component L with L/O(L) = PSL (3, 3) and such that C H (L/O(L)) has cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups. Then \F*(G)\ 2
In order to state an important consequence of Theorem A, we require two more definitions. A subgroup K of a finite group G is said to be tightly embedded (in G) if \K\ is even and \K(\K g \ is odd for every g eG - Note that Theorem B is a step toward the verification of Hypothesis θ* of [13] and is therefore of import for completing a proof of the Unbalanced Group Conjecture and the J?((τ)-Conjecture and for completing an inductive characterization of all Chevalley groups over finite fields of characteristic 3 (cf. [13, § 1] ). Also by applying 70 MORTON E. HARRIS [13, Lemma 2.9] , [3, Theorem] , [1, Corollary II] , [8, Theorem 5.4.10 (ii)|, [3, Table 1 ] and [6, Tables 3 and 4] , it suffices, in proving Theorem B, to assume, in addition to
, F*(G) is simple and that C G (L) has cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups. But then Theorem A and the classification of all finite simple groups whose Sylow 2-subgroups have order dividing 2 10 (cf. [4] and [7] ) yield Theorem B. Consequently Theorem B is a consequence of Theorem A.
The remainder of this paper is devoted to demonstrating that the analysis of [12] and [14] can be applied to prove Theorem A.
All groups in this paper are finite. Our notation is standard and tends to follow the notation of [8] , [12] and [14] . In particular, if X is a (finite) group, then S(X) denotes the solvable radical of X, O 2 (X) is the subgroup of X generated by all elements of X of odd order and is consequently the intersection of all normal subgroups 7 of I such that X/Y is a 2-group and &(X) denotes the set of elementary abelian 2-subgroups of X. Also, if n is a positive integer, then gf w (X) denotes the set of elementary abelian 2-subgroups of order n of X. Finally m 2 (X) denotes the maximal rank of the elements of g'(X), r 2 (X) denotes the minimal integer k such that every 2-subgroup of X can be generated by k elements and if
Clearly, if X is a group, then m 2 (X)^r 2 (X) and r 2 (X)^r 2 (Γ) + r 2 (X/Y) for every normal subgroup Y of X.
2* A proof of Theorem A* Throughout the remainder of this paper, we shall let G, t, H and L be as in the hypotheses of Theorem A and we shall assume that \F*(G)\ 2 > 2 10 . Then [9, Main Theorem] , [15, Four Generator Theorem] , [3, Table 1 ], [6, Tables 3 and 4] and [2] imply that 4<r 2 (ί 7 *(G))^r 2 (G) and that Sylow 2-subgroups of G and F*(G) contain normal elementary abelian subgroups of order 8.
Clearly [10, Lemma 2.3] . (PSL (3, 3) ) and there is an element v e S -(P x T) such that v 2 e P, C τ {v) = D and C L {v) ^ Σ 4 by [6, Table 4 ]. Thus S = (P x T)<y). Suppose that Ω^S) ^ P x T. Then Ω^S) = (ί>xΰ charS, CsiΩ^S^^iP x <z»<i;>charS and <ί>charS.
Since H/S(H) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut (PSL (3, 3)) with (LS(H))/S(H) corresponding to ^nn(PSL
P x T) such that D=C τ (u)e Sy\ 2 (C L (u)), L(u)/O(L) = Aut (PSL(3, 3)), ^(uL)=u L f C L/0{L) (u) = (O(L)C L (u))/O(L), O(C L (u)) = O(L) Π C L (^), C L (u)/O(C L (u)) = PGL (2, 3), O 2 (C G «ί, u)))/O(C G ((t, u))) = PSL (2, 3), S = (P x Γ)<^>, λ w = λz α^ώ Cκ«>«^, 2/, u)) = (z, y, u); (c) Z(S) = (t,
z), P(u) is dihedral or semidihedral and Se
Syl 2 (C G (ί, z)); and (d) Q -<λ 2 , Xy)eSy\ 2 (θχC G «t, z))\ C 0{H) {z) -O(α«ί, z») = 0(0%C G «t,
z}))) and O\C G ({t, z)))/O(C G ((t, z})) = SL (2, 3).

Proof. Assume that H = S(ίΓ)L. Then S = P x Γ and Z(S) = P x <z>. Since Si Syl 2 (G), we have P = <*>. Then <ί, y, z> e Syl 2 (C G <ί, ?/, 2» and [11, Theorem 2] implies that r 2 (G) ^ 4. This contradiction implies that (a) holds. For the proofs of (b) and (c) of this lemma, it clearly suffices to assume that O(H) -1. Then P = O 2 (H) = C H (L), HjP = Aut
Since this is impossible, there is an involution w eS -(P x T).
Then L(w) = Aut (PSL(3, 3)) since (T<w» n P = 1 and T<^> e Syl 2 (L<w». Then, as is well known ^(wL) = w L and there is an involution ueTw such that C Γ (w) = JD 6 Syl 2 (C L (u) ), C L (u) = Σ 4, S = (P x T)(u) and C Γ<ίt >«^ y, u)) = <«, j/, %>. Also % e N G ((X}) and C ω (w) = <λ 
Proof. Assume that P φ (t) and let w e ^(S -Z(S)). Suppose that weP x T. Then w is conjugate in P x T to an element of y(t).
Since C*(y) = C s (yt) = (P x <z, y»<i*>, we have Ω^Csiw)') = <ί>. Suppose that w<£P x T. Then C P (» = <£>, C s (w) = (t) x C Γ (w) x <w> and Ω^CsiwY)^^}.
Since Z(S) = <*,«>, we have Q^N G (S) by Lemma 2.1 (d), <z> ^N G (S) and ^ ( 5 ) -£<s>. However <z> ^ 2SΓ β (S) implies (t)<ίN G (S) and we have a contradiction. Thus P=(t) and the lemma is clear. 
. Then E, ^ YΠ (T(u)) = (z, T) where τ e ^(T(u)) and [<λ>, τ]^(z).
This forces Γn (T(u)) = {z, u) and we are done. (C G ((t, u) )) = O(C G ((t, u) )) (y, z, p) , <», z) e SyW%C G «t, u)))) and O\C G ((t, u) ))/O(C G ((t, u) 
t{z) and Z(NAS)) = <z> = Z{S?).
Clearly O(C G (S)) = O(N G (S)) x <t, a;> and if π is an element of odd order of N G (S) f then π 6 C G «ί, «>), π e C G (X), π 6 C G «ί f u> x D) and hence πeO (N G (S) ).
Thus iSΓ G (S) -O(N G (S))NAS).
As in [12, § 4] , we have SCN δ (S^) = φ and there is an element Eeϊ? B (^) such that E^S". Interchanging % and tu if necessary, it follows that we may assume that C E it) = <^, «>.
Set F = <y, «>. Now the analyses of [12, § 5-11] , with the obvious slight changes, shows that |O 2 (G)| 2 ^ 2 10 . Since F*(G) ^O 2 (G), our proof of Theorem A is complete.
